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r;;; 7 4 3
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+ K Q J 10 7 4
N.
+8 7 6 4

I
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+ 52

\

0 86

+ 10 3

\;/ 9 6 2

0 KJ432

W

+ A52

E.

.

S.

\;/ K .T 8 5

0 10 9 7 5

+9

+ AKQJ9
\;/A Q 10
O AQ
86 3

+

South plays Four Spades. West
leads a low Club. How many tricks
should South make ?

Sec page 25 .
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Editor:

A stricture based upon false
information obviously falls to the
ground ; and I wish, therefore,
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EDITORIAL
HE Bridge New Year comes
not "ith 1 ature's, in the
Spring ; nor with the calender's in the depth of winter ; but
\\·; th the shortening of the days, the
falling of the leaves in Autumn.
In fact, now.
This, therefore, is the time
for the making of good resolutions ;
and· no bridge player, however
immaculate, but may, with
advantage, affirm, or re-affirm, his
determination to make the season
1949-50 not only a bumper in the
success of local and national
competitions but a notable one in
its freedom from those distresses
which seem, alas ! indigenous to
the game.
The standard of ethics and cardtable manners of the Continent was
seen to fine advantage in Paris last
July ; and it would be well if every
table in Britain-:-from the high
tables at the ranking clubs to the
private game where the Smiths
and Joneses battle for buttonsshould take it as a model.
If cards are informed with
diabolical malignance ; if your
partner- especially if your life
partner !- commits some particularly flagrant card-crime, refrain
from even verbal mayhem.
It. is not only players, but
officials, too, that we urge to scan
the past and improve in the future.
Un_der t~1c new Duplicate Laws,
which will govern all this Season's
c?ntests, Tournament Directors are
g1ven greater powers than heretofore. They must make themselves
worthy of their responsibilities.

T

-r:o. do ~his, they must be so
famihar wah the new code that
they can find instant . reference to
2

the relevant section at any moment.
They must, moreover, have the
strength of character to give their
decision (subject, of course, to the
players' inalienable right of Appeal
to the Card Committee of the
Portland Club).
The unhappy incident adverted
to on Page One was magnified out
of all proportion by the reluctance
of the Tournament Manager to
assert his prerogative to give a
definite ruling.
The price of ethics-like that of
liberty- is eternal vigilance. Too
o_ften mere thoughtlessness gives
nse to groundless accusations of
unfair, or unsporting, play ; frequently mere habit, of which the ·
habitue is unconsciouc; is responsible
for misconstructions and hard
feelings.
The rising inflection should be
rigorously eschewed-even when
making an avowed Asking Bid I
The revelation by voice or face
t~at a bid or play has pleased or
displeased, the squirm that
~ratuitously betrays a psychic, the
madvertent tabling of one's cards
to indicate one wishes to be left at
the last bid and, finallv, the
umzecessary " informative,"· trance
- plus the taking advantage thereof
. ... all these are commonly done,
but rarely done with intention.
Further, one more resolution is
re_quired : ~f definite sus'picion or,
still more, if definite proof of bad
~ard faith is forthcoming, it is
mcumbent upon all players to
report it : to their clubs, their local
associations or their national
authorities that the offender may
be first warned and, if need be,
barred from again disgracing a fine
game.

BLUE RIBAND AGAIN
by M. Harrison-Gray (Captain
Eiglztlz round (Friday aftemoon)
v. Swede11.

T

WEST

(continued)

of

Great Britain)
EAST

+ 52
+ 098{
\:7 K Q 10 9 8 7 52 \:7 A J 3
0OA763
+ AK3
+ 82

HE measure of a team's
greatness is its ability to
rise to the great occasion.

Dealer, South.
North-South
The Swedes, it was known, were Game.
playing better than ever, and it was
When Werner (West) and Kock
not likely that they would be as
prodigal with their errors as they held these cards the bidding went
were in the corresponding match as follows:
in 1948. I had planned to put SouTH
WEST
NORTH EAST
against them the quartet that had
No bid 1 \:1
Dble
Redble
done so well against the·Americans
2
+
(!)
No
bid
3
\:7
.
1
- Reese, Shapiro, Konstam and No bid
6\:t
myself ; but Konstam was lzors
concours. Meredith was playing
'Verner's 2 + was not an Asking
well and it seemed unwise to leave bid but an attempt to beat par by
him out ; on the other hand there inhibiting a Spade lead or conwas the question of trained tinuation.
Shapiro (North) led
partnerships in a match of this + A from a holding of A K 10,
importance. A possible line-up and there was an agonising moment
was Shapiro and Meredith, Reese while he considered his play to the
and myself ; but I had little doubt second trick. Helped possibly by
as to the correct decision, which Reese's play of + 7, he eventually
was to leave the Reese-Shapiro came to the conclusion that a
partnership intact and to play second high spade was unlikely
myself with Meredith.
to present declarer with his
The bridge played by both sides contract, even it it were ruffed, and
was incredibly accurate, and the British supporters breathed again
history of the match is that of five when he led + K at Trick 2. In
swings-all in our favour. Our the other room Meredith (East) and
greatest loss on one hand was 220 : I put up this bidding sequence,
3 NT that went one down while with no interference by the
QUr oppon~nts stopped in 2 NT. opposition : 2 \:7 (Acol)-3 \:7 ;
This feat, in a 32-board match { + -4 0 ; +\:t-5 \:1 ; No Bid.
against first-class opposition, speaks Meredith's bidding solved all my
problems ; he certainly held 0 A,
for itself.
· ·
and probably \:7 A as well ; but
Our first big gain came when I he could not possibly have secondfound the opening lead to beat a round control of Spades or he
vulnerable 4 + that was made by could not have bid less than 6 \:7
QUr pair in the other room. Then once I had made a slam try by
<:arne this interesting near-slam bidding { + · Half time found us
hand:
with the useful score of 18- 6.

+

3
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In the second half it was the turn
of Reese and Shapiro to defeat
by smart defence a non-,·ulnerable
4
that was safely landed .by
Meredith ; and the n~xt swmg
hand shows the hampenng effect
of a light opening bid :
82
1V'A87
0 J 82
K9763
K Q5 3
A 10 9 7
IV' 6
IV' 1052
0 A 10 9 7 5
0 Q4 3
QJ 5
102
J 64
IV' KQJ9+3
0 K6
84
Dealer, East. Game All.
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+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+A

+
+

In Room 1, after a pass by East,
South (Reese) opened 1 IY'· West
(W"ohlin) was not strong enough to
double on their system, so he
overcalled with 1
Shapiro bid
2 IV' and East (Lilliehock) bid 2
only in view of his p'oor distribution
-and Wohlin could find no
justification for bidding again. In
our room South (Werner) passed,
and the bidding went:

+.

EAST

SOUTH

WEST

No bid

No bid

1

1+
3 0

2IY'

2+

0

+

+

NoRTH

No bid
No bid

No bid 4
Eleven tricks were made in both
rooms, so we gained 450 points.
Finally, we have the ordeal of
Terence Reese when this number
came along right at the end :
In our room the slam was
unaccountably missed by Kock
and \Verner, but in the other
Shapiro and Reese (South) reached
6 IV' in quick time. West led O K
and followed up with 0 A.

+ K852

IV'
0

A63
J7 6
K54

01~ 7

~

0

0

+

AK Q9
10 8 6 3 2

+

j0564
10 5 4 3 2
Q97

+ AQ43

IV' KQJ982
0 8

+

AJ
North-South
Dealer, \Vest.
Game.
A glance at the diagram will
show that·the slam is a lay-down,
but there was one item in the
bidding that worrie~ Tere~ce
considerably. Over hts opemng
bid, fourth in hand, of 1 IV',
" Fat Boy" Wohlin (West) had
interposed a diabolical bid of 1 !
There was thu.s the problem of
avoiding what appeared to be a
certain Spade loser ; and after
considering various lines of play,
such as a squeeze on \Vest in
Spades and Diamonds, Reese
eventually fell back on the finesse
of
J so that dummy's
K
provided a parking place for the
mythical losing Spade. The finesse
was successful, so our supporters
sighed with relief ; but imagine
Reese's reactions if it had lost to
Q in the \Vest hand, with the
Spades breaking 3-2 all the time !
Britain 41-Sweden 17.

+

+

+

+

\Ve were now in a good position.
The leading countries had the
following victory points :
Britain 13 ;
Denmark 11 ;
Sweden 10 ·
Italy 10 ; '
Iceland 8.
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Larssen led 0 5. I decided that
I should look extremely foolish if
I let this run and the return was
ruffed by North.
By playing the
Ace it seemed that I had several
chances : if the trumps split 2-2 .
I could ruff out the Diamonds
after conceding a trick in the suit
and should still have a trump left
for dummy's ~ J ; there was also
the .chance that North had made a
cunning lead from .four Diamonds
headed by an honour, in which
case a singleton honour would fall
from South under O A. If all
else failed, there was the 50-50
chance of the Heart finesse.

Ninth round (Friday night). v.
Norway.
Now came our one defeat. 'Ve
might possibly put it down to
reaction after our great win in the
afternoon ; but the true explanation was that we had to play the
Norwegians just when they were
running into that devaststing form
which brought them up among the
leaders towards the end of the
week. Had we played our best, we
might have drawn the match ; . I
don't think we could have won.
Our formation to start with
was Dodds and Rayne, Konstam
and myself. Our opponents were
Trygve Sommerfeldt-an inspiring
captain-and Robert Larssen, one
of the finest individual players in
the tournament ; a brilliant card
player and analyst, he dominated
the game. Their other pair were
I ver Andresen and I var Daehlin,
who played with extraordinary
steadiness and accuracy.

However-it turned out that
Larssen had led from K 5 in
Diamonds ; the trumps split 3-1 ;
and the Heart finesse was wrong.
The contract was unmakeable once
I had played the O A to the
first trick. In the · other room the
same contract was reached, but
there it .was played by East, who
could not fail to make it on any lead.

On the first four hands we had
the grisly experience' of losing 25
match points ! Our greatest loss
was the following :

·-

+ KJ 32

~

0

This hand cannot be written off
as unlucky, for our bidding was
bad. Played by West, an opening
Heart lead would also beat the
slam automatically. The consensus
of opinion is that East has a simple
bid of 4 + over North's 3
he can bid 6 + if West raises
Clubs, or make a slam try of 4
if West should show preference
with 4 O·

EAST

WEST

Q76
~
0
109
AJ94
Dealer, West. Game

+

+

+;

AJ
AJ8732
KQ752

+

All.

In our room Konstam (East)
opened after two passes with 1 O,
South passed, as West I bid 2 NT,
and North (Larssen) now emerged
Konstam
with a call of 3
and raised my
promptly bid 4
5 + response to 6 + · It seems to
be my special fate to play unpleasant
vulnerable slam contracts, for I
had a problem at Trick 1 when

+
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Konstam and I made some
amends by bidding a· vulnerable 7
NT that was played next door in
6 ~, and Leslie Dodds made a
miraculous vulnerable contract of
4 \? while 4
went two down in
our room on the same cards-but
these successes were virtually our
swan song. Reese and Meredith

+.

+

5
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. Both sides reached 6 •
vulnerable ; both declarers, after winning the first trick, laid down
A, only to see South show ~ut !
Both neglected the cast rron
expedient of leading a low Spade
from East and playing dummy's
9 if South should play low;
this takes care of four trumps in ·
either hand.
Our man, often
described as the " Safety Play
King," was so grieved that he
made a typical gesture-he insisted
on being taken out at half-time
(although this was his only slip) in
case the confidence of our other
pair should be affected.
Konstam and I came in, and our
passage from then on was so smooth
that we lost points on two hands
only, scoring 22 to our opponents'
9. British bidding methods showed
to advantage on the following
deal:

succeeded Dodds and Ray~e
(Shapiro's suspension was now tn
force), but we could make no
the
further
impression
and
Nonvegians desen•edly ran out
winners.
Norway 52-Britain 12.

+
+

The leading placings were now :
Britain 13 ;
Sweden 12 ;
Denmark 12;
Italy 11.
Actually our position was favourable. We still had to play Belgium
and Iceland, while Sweden had
stiff matches against Denmark and
Italy. Denmark's last match was
against France. \Ve could thus
afford to draw one match provided
we won the other, for in the event
of a tie on victory points we should
have had the advantage, having
beaten both Sweden and Denmark
in straight matches.

~

Q73

0 Q83

+ KJ7 5

+

~

0 AKJ643

~

0 85

10

+

K 7 6 5

+ A109532

+.

+.

EAST

0

EAST

Love All.

The bidding started the same
way in both rooms, \Vest opening
after three passes: 1 0-1
2 ~-2
At this point
Finkelstein bid 3 O which de
Hemricourt passed ; but Meredith
found the more constructive bid
of 3
and Reese bid 4 • and
made it.
In the meantime Sweden had
beaten Denmark 55-35 and Italy
had had their bye, so the leading
scores were now :
Britain 15 ;
Sweden 1+ ;
Denmark 12 ;
Italy 11.

+ A1087+3

~

+ K8
AQ82
Dealer, North.

Tenth round (Saturday afternoon)
v. Belgium.
. It is fair to say that our last two
matches were played with tigerish
intensity. · Belgium had a far
better team than last year, with a
very strong pair in Finkelstein and
de Hemricourt. We started with
Dodds and Rayne, Reese and
Meredith. The first half was level
pegging (17-17), the only excitement being the strange tale of the
missed safety play :

+ K92

WEST

+ 10

* * *

" 'EST
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A52
AK
AQ

6

+;
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If we could avoid defeat by
Iceland, the championship was
ours.

last Club. Jonsson now played
K followed by
A, dropping
Konstam's + Q ; <yl A and a
small Heart in dummy followed,
0 Q was finessed and another
Heart was ruffed with dummy's
last trump. Declarer returned to
his hand with 0 A, drew the
outstanding + 10 and claimed the
remainder. All this took about
30 seconds l
Another anxious board followed :
QJ 10 7 6 +

+

* * *
Eleventh round (Sunday afternoon)
v. Iceland.

Our Icelandic friends had sent
0\·er five really first-class players,
and to meet them in this last round
was an anxious propositiOn. VIe
could not laugh off the memory of
two stinging defeats in friendly
matches and of a draw at
Copenhagen last year. Our players·
were Reese and Meredith, Konstam
and myself.

<v

+

0 96

+ AQ 106
+K

• 83
'\/ K Q 10 53
0 A Q 10 3 2

+J

+

+

872

+

K85
Dealer, North. Game All.
In our room Konstam and I bid
gallantly up to 5 <yl and thought we
had done well when we defeated
North's final contract of 5
but we were not so happy when we
discovered that 5 <yl was unbeatable,
for there seemed a good chance that
this might be the final contract,
doubled, in the other room. But,
as it happened, the swing went our
way ; Meredith was allowed to
play in 4 + wi.ich he made in
comfort. A fine sporting match
ended with the score :
Britain 42-Iceland 23.

+ K863
•

0 J7 5

+ 97432

0 K84

87

<v

<yl AJ96

+ A952

<v

0 J 107

• 10 53
<yl KJ63
0 9 5 42
92

+

'\/4

In the first half we came out
best in a series of small ·swings,
leading by 19-9, but we had some
rude shocks in the last 16 boards.
The following was a typical effort
by Arni Jonsson, the Icelandic
captain:
K642

+
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Q9
92

+;

0 K863
+ Q J 10 7 4

AJ 87
<yl A Q 10 54
0 AQ
+ AS
Dealer, South. Love All.
In Room 1 Reese and Meredith
were content to play this hand in
3 NT, making ten tricks after
the opening lead of
9. But
Jonsson (South) and Thorfinsson
proceeded to bid up to 6 + -and
to make it l

+

And so we had equalled
the record of Austria in 1936 and ·
1937 by winning two years running.
Sweden beat Italy in the last
round and again, deservedly,
finished second, with one victory
point less but she was a' long way

+
+

Sitting West, I led
9 which
K. The
was taken by dummy's
finesse of <yl Q lost and I led my

7
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We owe much to the shrewd
behind on total match points.
Denmark were a good third, and advice and example of our viceNonvay came up ";th a rush to captain, Leslie Dodds, ~vho played
gain fourth place. Iceland and every bit as wel~ as he dtd last year,
Finland had shown up far better which is saymg a· great deal.
Terence Reese was a tower of
than last year.
strength ; owing to the suspensions
These were the final placings•
he came ncar to being ovenvorked,
";th the figures in brackets shm,;ng
and
his
rock-like 'steadiness
the total match point scores :
throughout a total of 256 boards
Great Britain 17 (533) ;
(out of 320) was a tour de fo rce.
Sweden 16 (430) ;
Adam Meredith was invaluable
Denmark 12 (397) ;
and should hold his place in the
side for many years to come. And,
Norway 12 (396) ;
in answer to the kindly critic who
Italy 11 (465) ;
suggested that I did not play
Iceland 10 (405) ;
myself as often as I · might have
France 10 (459) ;
done, I would point out that 224
Belgium 7 (396) ;
boards-more than anyone else
Holland 7 (363) ;
apart from Reese-seemed to me .
Finland 6 (346) ;
to be enough for anyone I
Ireland 2 (319) .
I cannot close without menThe question inevitably will be tioning a typically sporting action
asked : How good is this British on the part of our Swedish rivals,
team that has beaten the Americans who wanted to protest forcibly
and won the European champion- against the handicap imposed upon
ship two years running? It is the us by the suspension of our two
general opinion that it played players, on the grounds that they
better in Paris in 1949 than at wished to play only against our
Copenhagen in 1948 ; there were strongest team. ·
·
errors here and there, usually due
to haste, possibly even to playing
And we must all thank the
to the gallery, and these errors have Federation Francaise du Bridge
certainly not been glossed over in and its army of volunteer officials
this narrative.
under the generalship of Monsieur
But the culprits had an almost J. Kauffman. They may have
uncanny knack of being able to shown a fine disregard to the time
rise above par to atone for their factor, but they were determined
misdeeds ; not once did a pair that the atmosphere should be
have a set of boards of which it gay, cordial and sporting. With
could really feel ashamed. The Baron Robert de Ne.xon as the
play of all seven players at critical perfect President of the Congress,
moments can only be described as they certainly succeeded ; few
devastating.
competitors will forget Paris, 1949.

-------·--------

The Thanks of us all to Gray , Dodds , Konstam , Reese,
Shapiro, Rayne and Meredi t h .
t\

SHARON AND JO~EPHINE
by S. Tupper Bigelow
(A

!few ·Adventure

of Canada's Awful Child)

W

HEN the eleventh birthday
of my niece, Sharon, loomed
thrcatcninglyon the horizon,
I was annoyed but not surprised
when my wife told me she planned
to give a dinner-party for Sharon
and invite her parents. I protested
as loudly and forcefully as I could,
in all the circumstances.
Sharon's mother is my wife's
sister, but I can get along without
her very well. Her o'nly topic of
conversation, barring fascinating
accounts of the hopeless ineptitude
of her new charwoman, the thieving
laundry she does business with, and
kindred matters, is her brilliant and
"super-normal" daughter.
I ·can get along very· well without
her husband, Fred, too. ' Fred's a
decent fellow, I dare say, but he's
the quiet type and sits around with
a glazed expression in his eyes,
sucking ~terminably at a foulsmelling pipe, and speaks only when
· he is spoken to, which is all right
with me, except that when you are
telling a witty story or recounting
some intensely interesting experience you have had, he stares into
space and makes it very clear that
he is not interested in what you arc
saying, in the first place, and not
listening, in the second.
I can get alo.ng equa1ly well, or
perhaps better, without their dreadful child, Sharon.
This young monster, (a throw- .
back of some kind, I have always
thought}, her mother keeps telling
us, and anyone else who will listen,
. has an intelligence quotient so high
that it is beyond range of our most
n

modem .anti-aircraft artillery. "It's
way up in the paints," Sharon told
me once herself, and I have often
wanted to ask her exactly what that
expression meant, but I am getting ,_
a little tired of being shown up as a
dim bulb by asking Sharon
questions, and getting answers
delivered in a tone of voice which
indicates only too clearly that if I
were only half smart, I would put
my application in right away for
admission to a first-class Home for
the Feeble-Minded, and get on the
waiting-list, at least.
Of course, Sharon has to go to a
special school. It is a very special
Its resounding
school, indeed.
name is Miss Poindexter'sAdvanced
School for Refined and Superior
Young Ladies. Nobody can get
near the place until she can prove
to Miss Poindexter that her I.Q. is
so high it makes Einstein look, in
comparison, like the village idiot.
This Mis~ Poindexter must be a
lulu.
What she teaches these
young punks ! Sharon showed me
a· copy of the curriculum once, and
while I cannot recall all the subjects
they teach, I do remember a few :
Motor Mechanics, the History of
Phallic Worship Throughout· the
Ages, Astronomy, Integral Calculus, Basket-Weaving, Sur-realistic
Sculpture, Comparath·e Religion,
Archaeology and - get this Bridge ! How do you like that ?
Mind you, Sharon can keep her
end up in a conYersation. She
· makes her parents look like the pair
of half-wits they arc. And to giYe
her credit, she is just as bored as
the rest of us when her mother

9
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starts sounding off on her favourite ·
subject. Whe~ Sharon hears her
mother launching into a dreary
exposition of her genius, Sharon,
with all the aplomb in the world,
gent1y interrupts, in the most
tactful manner, to make some
.sapient observations on such things
as the progress the atomic scientists
, are making at Oak Ridge, or the
reason for the superiority of jet
engines to the old-fashioned kind
in supersonic flight. And now and
again, since she knows I am fond of
bridge, she will be gracious enough
to deal me in by explaining with
some exhaustiveness an esoteric
point of bidding or play of some
bridge hand she has picked up
somewhere, or which, perhaps, she
had bid or played herself.
Do you wonder I did my best to
dodge a dinner with such characters
as Sharqn and her parents ?

My · wife
"Very humorous."
sniffed. "And not very priginal,
either. Sharon's birthday is Thursday. Just ·paste , the date in your ·
hat." .
. "Thursday,". I heard ~y~elf
echoing.
When dinner was finished,
Sharon, who had brought a lot of
books with her in a diplomat-size
attache-case, was pa_cked .off to the
study to do her two hours homework.
For forty minutes, Gladys gave
us a monologue on you-know-what,
the only interesting thing I heard
her say being that Sharon had just
about made up· her mind to · be . a
steeplejack when she grew up.
"And if that's what she '"ants"
said Gladys, "then that's wh~t
Fred and I want her to be. Don't
we, Fred ?" Fred grunted.
·

A door slammed at the back of
"Oh, no," I said to my wife.
"Definitely no, my girl.
Out, the house and the timbers shook.
spelt 0-U-T. Not in these trousers. Another door, closer now slammed
You have the nice dinner-party. with the same result, ~d in a
Fact is, I have a date for bridge at · moment, Sharon entered the room.
the club that night. Dinner, too, Her fingers were inky and the
corners of her mouth were stained
I think."
with indelible pencil, which she.had
. "Don't lie to me, you liar," said doubtless been assiduously sucking
my wife, with that old-world as she worked away at her dreadful
courtesy which makes a success of and occult homework.
·
almost any marriage. "And anyway, I have half-promised Gladys " Gladys glanced at her \vatch.
and she has probaoly told Fred by
Two hours, Sharon " she said
now. And you know how fond questioningly to the 'child "not
' .
Fred is of you, and Sharon too. forty minutes ?"
'
A n d," she adde~ lamely, "Gladys,
"O.h, it's quite all right," Sharon
too, for that matter. Furthermore
owe them a dinner."
:
' explamed. "Miss Poindexter says
that anyone of my intelligence can
"Now, who's lying ?" I asked. d~ two hours homework in forty
"If we owe them a dinner, send· mmut.es, so my time is up. Isn't
them one. Send them two dinners. that nght, Uncle Tupper ?".
Send them three. And charge them
"Sounds reasonable to me/' I.
to me." ·
said.

we
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Her mother looked puzzled for a
moment ; then relieved.
"You
see ?" She beamed at Sharon and
then a~ me.
Sharon scrambled up on my
knee. In one hand, she had a
scrap-book, it looked like, and in
the other a fountain-pen. As she
settled herself, the nib of the pen
jabbed into the sleeve of my best
(hell, my only !) · tweed jacket,
leaving a large inky area. Maybe
ink eradicator would take it out, I
thought, and then again, maybe it
"·ouldn't.
"This is my Project book for the
Bridge class," said Sharon, indicating the scrap-book. "What we
do, is clip out all the interesting
articles · and columns we read on
bridge, and paste them in here, and
then we discuss them in class. I
got one here that's a honey. This
bridge columnist, Josephine Culbertson, really slipped her bill in a .
column she wrote."
"Slipped her bill ?" I inquired
meekly.
·
"Blotted her copy-book, loused
things up, er, made an egregious
error," Sharon interpreted.
''Sharon !"
I was shocked.
"Mrs. Culbertson is 1probably the
most brilliant bridge columnist in
the world today. Mrs. Culbertson
does not make errors. I have been
reading her columns for years.' You
. must be mistaken ; you have made
a, er, an egregious error."
And I meant exactly that. H. T.
\Vebster, the famous American
cartoonist, once drew a cartoon of
a husband and wife sitting across ·
the breakfast table. The husband
had been .reading a newspaper and
apparently, had been giving tongue
on the subject of Mrs. Culbertson.
His wife was depicted as saying,

wearily, "George, why don't you
marry Josephine Culbertson ?" I
thought it was very funny at the
time, because that was precisely
what my wife had been saying to
me for years, and still is. In short,
I have always thought, I do think,
and I always will think that
Josephine Culbertson is wonderful.
You can have your Margaret Lockwoods, your Lana Turners and
your Hil.degardes.
I'll take
Josephine Culbertson . •
"Now . listen
here,
Uncle
Tupper," Sharon said. "Here is
this column I was telling you about, •
and you tell me if I am wrong."
She produced a newspaper column
\vith the title, "Contract Bridge by
Josephine Culbertson," with which
of course, I was quite familiar. The
hand set out in the column was :
South dealer
North-South vulnerable
NORTH
K9 8 5
\;1 A 9 2
0 A75
K6+
EAST

+

+
WEST

+ Q632

\?
0

+

II

84
K Q 10 2
10 8 5

+ J7 +3

\?
0

J96+3

+ QJ9 3

SouTH
+ A 10 7
\;1 K Q J 10 6 5
0 8
.+ A 72
The bidding :
SOUTH

1\;1
5\;1
No bid

WEST
NoRTH
No bid 2 NT
No bid 6 \?
No bid

EAST
No bid
No bid
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Mrs. Culbertson started the column by saying, reasonably enough,
"It is impossible to play such a
hand as today's in an intelligent
manner unless one knows the
pcrcenta~es that are involved."

JOURNAL

"There are 6+ possible distributions of the six missing Spades
between East and 'Vest. The suit
splits 3-3 on only 20 of them, and
4-2 on 30 of them. 14 more take
care of the 5-1 and 6-0 splits.
And don't take my word for it ;
we have all these charts at school,
and Miss Poindexter, I assure you,
is nobody's fool. So Mrs. Culbertson is right up to that point ; the
odds arc 3-2 that the distribution
will be +-2.

"Now this dopey South," explained Sharon, "on a lead of the
Diamond King, plays the Ace and
takes out Trumps. He then plays
the Ace of Spades and he finesses
his Ten, which loses ·to East's
'Knave. Wnen he gets in again, he
"But she is not right, though>
leads the Seven of Spades from
South and when West plays the Six, when she says that the Queen and
figures the suit will break and comes Knave figure to be in different
up with the King. 'Vhat a meat- hands. The precise probability is
head, that Soutl~ ! Even Mrs. that they will be together in 32 of
Culbertson admits that. She says- the 64 possible distributions. Write
arc you listening, Uncle Tupper? out the 64 distributions for yourYou are ?--she says, 'South's view self and find out. Uncle Tupper,
of the Spade suit was completely pl.easc pay attentio~ ! Stop fussing
wrong. It is the original probability With that bloo-\'i'lth· that mangy
that counts, and this probability cat. SCAT, PUSSY !" she hissed
was that the missing si..x cards would in a blood-curdling shriek.
not be divided 3-3 ! Having lost
Pussy, and I might say I prefer
to the Spade Knave, South should
have taken a second finesse, against him to be called by·his proper name,
'Vest, on the sound theory that the ~vhich is Wilfrid W . . WellbelO\·ed,
suit would not break 3-3 but that JUmped four feet in the air, jetthe two honours origi-nally missing propelled himself out of the room
would be divided between the and hit the kitchen in one-and-onedefenders.' Really, that slays me !" fift~ seco~d,, ju~t breaking by a
wh1sker h1s prenous record estab"'Vhat's wrong with that ?" I lished on an occasion when from
asked. "It sounds perfectly logical the living-room, he had s:Oelt a
to me."
.bundle of succulent fish-heads.
"It's a hell of a long way from being delivered at the back door.
percentage play," said Sharon.
"Now this is the percentage way
"That's all that's the matter with
to play the hand," Sharon went on,
it.,
Sharon's mother smiled indul- unruffled. "We take the first lead
gently. "Sharon," she said in a with the Ace of Di·a monds and lead
voice of mild reproof. ·"Naughty another Diamond which · South
trumps. A lead to the trump Ace is
words, dear,· remember ?"
followed by another lead of Dia"Damn, that's right," said the rv~mds, which strips the hand of
cunning little rascal. "Now look J?~amonds.
Now we lead Ace,
here, Uncle Tupper, and listen h.mg of Clubs and throw the lead
attentively.
to whoever has the Club Queen.
12
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He must lead to give us a ruff and a
discard for a spread, or he has to
You follow that,
lead Spades.
don't you, Uncle Tupper ?"
I said I did.
"Now a Spade lead will win for
North-South on every possible
distribution ·o f the Spades except
when the hand opposite the hand
that has the Club Queen has the
Queen, Knave of Spades."
"Yes, but-" I was about to
protest.
"Don't interrupt, Uncle Tupper.
If there is anything you don'tunderstand, ask me later, when I am
quite finished.
"Now let's figure the thing out
on a percentage basis. The way
Mrs. Culbertson plays the hand,
the only advantage she has is of the
Spade honours being split, or, as I
explained before, 32 chances out of
6+. That's an even chance, but n?t
good enough. The way I play It,
I have that advantage, as well as the
adva.ntage of the Queen, Knave
being in the hand that has the Club
Queen. ·
"You sec, if the .hand on lead has
the Queen Knave, what does he
lead ? If h'e leads the Queen, he is
marked with the Knave. If he
leads a low one, the declarer lets it
ride up his Ten or Nine as the case
may be.
Of course, the.re are
always some stinkers in the game
who would lead the Knave from
Queen, Knave, just to fox up an
opponent, ·and I fancy, for that
matter, there might be some deceptive rats who would lead the Queen
away from nothin~. Tb my mi~d,
such tactics arc v1rtuall y. cheatmg
at cards, and they would not bc
tolerated at Miss Poindcxtcr's for
an instant."

"Indeed ?" I queried. "Then I
play with a lot of people who would
never be allowed inside Miss
Poindexter's."
"I haven't the slight~t doubt ~f
that," Sharon said.
"Now the
chance of the Queen, Knave of
Spades being in 1the same hand as
the Club Queen averages out to
16 more chances out of the 64
distributions, so while Mrs. Culbertson's method of play will win
32 times, mine \\'ill win, on the
average, 48 times, or precisely
three· times out of four. Now isn't
that right, Uncle Tupper?"
I didn't admit it, and I never
, "~ll, because my admiration for
Josephine Culbertson is a holy, a
sacred thing.
No 11-year-old
moppet ·is going to change that,
and anyway, I don't think Sharon
has the slightest idea what she is
talking about. She might be .all
right in the field of aerodynamics
or even atomic energy, but when
it's bridge, I'll stick to Josephine
Culbertson to my dying day.
And it has just now occurred to
me that both methods of play. are
wrong. The way I would play the
hand is simply bung out trumps.
The people I play with would
hoard up all their Diamonds and
discard both Clubs and Spades,
and I would probably make seven,
not a paltry six, which seemed to
get Sharon so excited.
·
(Coutiuued from page 25)
the " revoke 11 should stand : " Two
tricks to us nt the end of the hand ! 11
she chortled.
East now led the Club I \Vest won
nnd returned it-this time for n
legitimate ruff. East led n Diamond--;nnd South wus bound to be three down,
less two for the revoke : One Down !
And serve South-so sharp she cut
herself-right I
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SCIENCE FOR THE AVERAGE PLAYER

I

I

FACING THE FORCE
ARTNERING a nationally
known player I held : + A
4 3 ; 'V Q J 9 6 5 ; 0 Void ;
A J 7 5 4-twelve points with
a Diamond Void.' I opened 1 \?
and he forced with 2
I liked
my hand now, and made my
Later I·
natural re-bid of 3
would support Spades and thus
give him an excellent idea of my
distribution. Surely that is the
straightforward way to bid the
hand. Yet, from then on, tragedy
was unavoidable. ·Why ? Because
my partner was _obsessed with the
idea that I held an enormous
number of points. Why ? Because
I did not respond to his forcing bid
with a sign-off of 2 NT.
Now could anything be more
ridiculous than a bid of 2 NT on
that hand ? Yet most so-called
"common-sense" systems seem to
regard this response of a minimum
number of No Trumps as a signoff. The bid is so illogical when
made regardless of shape that it
must stand out as bad no matter
how good the rest of the system
may be.
·
.
. Science, as ever, tries to give as
precise as possible a meaning to
these responses. Every response
we make says something definitehot merely negative.
This is how we view the whole
matter.: Over a forcing take-out
the opener should make precisely
the same bid as over a simple
take-out, (though usually one round
If the opener
higher.) 1 \?- 3
intended to bid a simple 2 'V over
response, he now bids 3 \?.
a2
If he has another suit, say Diamonds
so
he would bid 2 0 over 2

P
+

+.
+·

+·

+

+.

q

by Norman Squ ire

+

now over 3
he bids 3 0. This
shows no strength : merely a
secondary suit of four cards at
least. It leaves the Opener unlimited but continues to build the
picture of his hand .so that the
right spot can be found.
One partner should make a
limited bid as early as practicable,
try us enabling the other . to assess
the combined value of their hands.
This limited bid is usually made by
the hand which forces, for the
opening bid varies in range more
than the forcing take-out.
IVIost forces are made on a count
of 15-19. Let us look at a typical
A 5 4 ; \? K Q _4 ;
average force.
0 A Q 7 53; + Q 3. Partner opens
1
Force with 2 0. If Opener
now says 2\? or 2
bid 2 NT ;
if 3
bid 3 NT. The hand is
now limited, has been shm"n
almost to a single•point, and a very
good idea of its shape has been
conveyed. The rest is up to the
Opener.

+

+·
+.

+

This automatic re-bid of the
original suit or bid of a fresh suit
not only describes the hand but
~ow ma~es responses of NT vitally
mformat1ve. A re-bid of a number
of NT by the Opener will now
s.ho~v_ h!s hand almost exactly.
hm1tmg It at the same time. 1
3. + - 3 NT. This shows a hand
which intended to bid 2 NT over
2
i. e., a balanced hand with a.
count of about 17.

+-

+.

1 \?- 2 + - 2 NT shows a
hand which intended to bid 2 NT
over 1
.Here the full strength of
the hand Is shown at once at the
le,·el of Two, the round of bidding

+.
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lost by the jump-force having been
automatically regained.
·
I must spend a little time on th1s
sequence because at first glance this
might seem to be a hand which
intended to bid 1 NT over 1
But this cannot be so.
The
criterion of a good opening bid is
its ability to deal with ANY
response.

JOURNAL

1 + - 2 0 - 2 '\) shows a hand
which . would have bid 1 '\) over
1 0. The bid shows no extra
strength : merely 4 cards in Hearts.

A bid to show strength would be :
1 0 - 3 + - 3 '\). Here the Opener
obviously meant to qid 2 '\) over
2
thereby Reversing, shmving a
strong hand and length in Diamonds.
1 0 - 2 '\)-2
is a mirage
reverse. This hand intended to bid
What then did this hand intend 1
over 1 '\), so has not reversed.
to bid over 2
or 2 0 ? Clearly The hand will either have a five2 NT. Therefore it has the values card Diamond suit (at least) or be
for 2 NT. Had it not those values 4-4-4-1 shape with the singleton in
it must automatically possess a Hearts. The sequence should be
five-card Heart suit or a secondary handled with care by the responder
(minor) suit. Over 1
with those bec~use of this possible shortage in
holdings it would bid 2'\), 2 0 or his own suit.
·
2
So over 2+ it would bid
RespoHses to over-bids of the
3 '\) 30 or 3 + · But it did none of opponents' suit should be given
those things. It bid 2 NT. There- exactly as those to a jump-force.
fore it always intended to re-bid 1 0 by Opener. Butt-in 1
with 2 NT.
Responder ~
Opener should
HI open 1
1 '\)or 1 0, I have reply exactly as if the bidding 1had
\vith the
response. gone 1 0 No 2
my re-bid reaay for a 2
If I bid 3 NT over 3
it follows exception that raises of Spades are
that my re-bid ovc;r 2
would hardly in order. (Tho1,1gh we could
cook up a hand even for that withhave been 2 NT.
out much bother.)
There is a slight .difference when
That is the scientific way to deal
the opening bid is · 1
Here the \vith these responses to jumplowest suit has been opened and forces ; the most logical and
any simple response can be an- informative way surely. Unfortunswered at the level of One. The ately' the average player is, I fear,
jump-force takes the bidding one not yet ready to use this method in
round higher. 1 + ----=-2 0-2 NT, its .entirety ; not from inability
therefore, shows a hand which (for the method is easy enough)
would have bid only 1 NT over but because of dangerous partners
1 0 or 1 '\) or 1
at the rubber table. It isn't much
To summarise briefly :
Any good playing something you have
minimum re-bid of NT by the just read unless your partAer has
Opener over a jump-force shows read it too. No doubt in time we
that he intended to re-bid 2 NT shall all play this way, but for the
over a simple response.
The present half-a-loaf may have to
suffice.
exception .is if he opened with 1
Here then is my suggestion for
when his re-bid of NT shows that
he intended t'o bid 1 NT over a you, Mr. Average Player. Try out
this method' in all Duplicate e\·ents,
simple response.

+·

+.

+

+

+

+

+·

+

+.

+
+.
+

+·

+.

+.
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Who was to blame ?

matches, and whene\·er you play
with someone you can trust. Use
it until it becomes second nature to
you to bid your distrib.ution.

Both.

+

Over 3
North should have bid
4 + intending to bid 5 \::;> later, a
clear case for forgetting rules' and
using judgment in a crowded
auction- lack of inspiration here.
South might have recovered with
5 + over 4 \::;> but panicked because
of a weak hand and the fear that
5 + might be construed as a slam
try in Hearts. Lack of trust hereif North over 5 + still bids 6 \::;> he
should make it.

But . . . . in ordinary rubber
Bridge use only half of it. Keep
the NT responses as sign-offs.
Keep that precious little nightlight for a while as self-protection
against the super-optimist partner
who refuses to learn. But at least
let those NT bids show NT shape,
not singletons or voids. Impress
upon your partners what I have
stressed again and again : the
change of suit by the Opener in
natural sequence is NOT a sign of
strength, but, showing shape, may
be suggestive of weakness : note,
only may be.

But the real trouble stems from
the 2 NT bid. With a single Heart
(apart from a poor Spade stop)
there is no excuse for the bid ; it
is an atrocity pure and simple.
The right bid is 3 + , showing a
second suit, shape, and therefore
the possibility of weakness. Both
partners were well-known players
of vast match experience, yet for a
comparable piece of such appalling
butchery we should have to go to
the old Chicago stock-yards.

Honestly, I think that myth to
be almost the worst feature of the
average player's game. No player
can play solid, scientific Bridge
unless he gets rid . of it. And that
is not so easy. There are plenty of
good players still infected with the
virus of the ·myth.

Swing 2070. Nice going for a
couple of masters.

They agree with everything I
have said. They practise it. They
KNOW.
But they still slip sometimes.
Here (from Lederer's of all places
for such a thing to happen !) is a
delightful example of that very
happening.
South Q 10 5; \::;> 9; 0 K 9 8 7 6.;
•+ A Q 7 5 opens 1 0. Butt-in 1
North. 2
South bid 2 NT. DO
YOU DO THE SAME ? The
butter-in barraged with 3
North
said 4 \::;> and South passed. Five
..down- unlucky- 6 + cold. North
held
A; \::;> K W 7 6 5; 0 A Q;
+ K J 10 6 5 but lost control
against stacked trumps and the
hand collapse~.

+
+·
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The very essence of scientific
bidding is to find your spot early ;
then decide how high to go. After
the 2
bid it should have been as
clear as daylight to South that a
sl_am was possible provided the
nglzt spot was found. The moral
h~re . is tha~ if_you make the wrong
b1d. In pamc It costs j!Jst as much
as 1f made through ignorance.

+

+·

+,

.•

An annual subscription
(30/-) forwarded to the Publishers will ensure regular monthly del very of the
Contract Bridge Journal.
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SLAM

HANDS'
by C. R. B. Murray

T

HERE is one play that the to the table with a Trump, threw
. average club player )Viii his Jack of Clubs on the last Spade
make in and out of season and played off the remaining
and that is the finesse- in fact Trumps hoping that West would
some seem to enjoy doing it. There bare the King of Clubs, with which
js another that he will practically on her Diamond butt-in she was '
never make and that is the lead of marked.
· a Queen away from a major
West, however, kept her head
tenace. In the first of the two and her guard and the finesse and
following slam hands, both taken the contract failed.
At the other table South did not .
from duplicate, the success of the
contract depended on not taking finesse the Spade but threw " rest
either of two possible finesses ; in in with the Queen on the third
the second the maximum penal- round: 'Vest was now on the spot.
izing of a sacrifice bid depended on · After some thought she elected to
two leads of the Queen -away from play a Diamonq in the hope that
South had one left. South disan .Ace-Queeq combination.
carded a Club from Dummy and
The first was as follows : ruffed in his own ·hand and the
K 7 53
rest _was a lay-down- the ·sort of
<\! K 10 9 7 4 2
hand which is easy enough meat
OA
to the expert pr near-expert but
• . Q 10
which even the average player as
• 10 4 2
• Q96
often as not makes a mess of.
<\I 5
<\1 6
This was the other hand dealt
0 KQ10864 0 J 9 7 2
by Soutli : 87643
K95
Q 10 9 7 6 4
AJ 8
<\/ <\! AQJ83
0 K8 74
0 53
10 +3
• AJ 2
+ K2
+ J853
With South dealer, score love all, <\! A Q 10 7 6 4 2 <\! K 9 S 5 3
02
North-South at two tables reached 09
K 7 .2
J8 6
Six \1earts after an intervening
+ A .
Diamond bid by West, who in both
<\/J
cases led the King of Diamonds.
0 A Q] 10 6 53
The first five tricks were the same
AQ 95
at both tables.
South made
At one 'table the bidding was as
Dummy's Ace of Diamonds, drew
Trumps, ruffed a Diamond and follows : NoRTH EAST
played the King of Spades from SoUTH WEST
Dummy. At one table South went 10
3 <\/
+ <::~
No bid 6 0
on to finesse the Jack of Spades
6 <\1
No bid
which lost to West's Queen. A Double No bid 70
No bid No bid
Spade was promptly returned to No bid 7 <\1
South's Ace. He then went over Double

+

·+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

so
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"\Ve deserve a top on that" said
This North-South pair, thus
cheated of their Slam, set their North later, "but I'm not sure that
teeth and determined to make the we'll get one. As you doubtless
enemy's sacrifice as expensive as observed, Seven Diamonds is on'if
possible. North, afler some de- . South sets. up the Spades by
liberation, decided not to make the ruffing high in his hand each time
obvious Diamand lead and led a and treating Dummy's Trumps as
Spade. South took it with the Ace entries. Even if no-one gets to
ahd led back the Qeeen of Dia- Seven (and we wouldn't have if
monds, hoping that North would we'd been left alone) some palooka
. take it with the King and would West may have doubled Six, which
. read the lead ·as a "McKenney". is a maj{e, even without the reverse
North rose to the occasion and Dummy play, if Clubs. are doublereturned a Spade which South finessed or finessed twice."
ruffed with his single Trump; He
However, virtue was duly re.then led the Queen of Clubs,
hoping that his partner had the . warded and our North-South pair
Ten : West took it with the King got their top by the narrow margin
but could not get away from the of 10 points. Most pairs bid and
Club position and had to lose two made Six ' Diamonds (1370) and
tricks in the suit. Five down and two pairs bid Si.x and made Seven
1400 to North-South.
(1390), .but nobody bid · Seven.

LONDON TOURNAMENT
MEMORIES
ONOCLED and orchidaceous, the late Joe Chamberlain pressed 50 years ago
with passion for Tariff Reform and
the introduction of Protection.
Spectacled and far from orchidaceous, the not yet late Editor of
· the Contract Bridge Joumal'presses
with equal passion for (Bridge)
Tariff Reform and a return, if not
to Free Trade, at least to some
limitation of Protection.
In the Piccadilly Cup of the
London Congress, South dealt and
bid One Heart ; with the situation
Game All 1 West beheld
K Q J
X X ; ~ A K ; 0 QX ;
J X X X.
At some tables he Doubled
("too good for a simple Overbid,

M

Partner") and at others he bid
"Honest Spade." But one \Vest
elected to Pass.
Now any player may "take a
view" and trap ; any player is
as fully entitled to make a psychic
Pass as to make a psychic Bid. B.u t
when the sheets were compared,
and West had made 2 Spades at
one table while South had made
Two Hearts or One No Trump at
the other ; and 'when \Vest was
asked why he had passed a Heart,
no "trap," no "''iew," no" psyche"
was advanced in extenuation.
Instead, an impassioned dithy~a!nb. was forthcoming on (a) the
1mqmty of a bid in this situation :
"it could go for 800 with nothing

+
+

IS

-~he JDaily. UJ'elt,!\raph
BRIDGE ARTICLE
APPEARS

EVERY

FRIDAY

together with a ·

WEEKLY PROBLEM

on for the .opponents" ; plus (b)
the " exquisite inference " on the
bidding One Heart-Pass-Pass : viz.,
that West must hold a minimum of
15 points ; and, ·in addition, a·
denunciation of East's closing No
Bid on a hand consisting of Nine
and . another Spade, four Hearts to
the Seven, four Diamonds to the
Ten and the Ace Ten and another
Club.
The second table enquired with
some acrimony what the wretched
East was supposed to bid ; to
which West replied forcefully ·and
vaguely- "Anything !" Vlas East
supposed to Double ?
No, a
Double required more than 4
points. Then a No Trump ? No,
that required a Heart stop. A
Spade ? No- that would require
four cards. Two Hearts was "out"
obviously, even to \Vest ; so the
miserable East was asked to find a
bid at the Two-level on a minor :

. either four :Qiamonds Ten high, or
three Clubs. to the Ace !
·
Me, ·I cannot see it : a 16pointer with 3t Honour tricks and
a jolly good suit in addition MUST
pass, and a balanced Yarborough·
save for an Ace in a short suit is
required to bid.
' I know all about the late P. Hal
Sims ; I know, by repute, all about
Mr. B. Jay Becker, whose stonewall tactics and whose lurking on
giants has brought him so many
trophies he needs three butlers to
clean them ; I know all about the
school of the Strong Butt-In, the
Strong Informatory Double.
But I still remain unconvinced.
If - weakest of arguments - it
were advanced that this was one of
the · (few) hands to "fi.x" the
system ; and must, therefore, be
written off as unfortunate, I could
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pass over the result as "just one of
those things."

. It is when the theory is defended
to this extent- pushed to the
logical conclusion : but surely the
logiC' of lunacy, for lunatics are the
supremely logical people- that I
rush headlong to air my grievance
in print.
Thi; effort, I think, merits a pat
on the back as a cunning, plus a
lucky defence :-

+
lOx x
IV K J 10

gracefully wit~ the last . Spade,
locking South mescapably mto her
hand so that she was compelled to
lose a Club : Three Down.
Thi:; hand proved a head-ache .
to most tables :----=
xx
IV Q 9 8 x
0 K QJ9
10
+
9x
8xxxx
A J 10
IV K x
IV x x x
0 10 X X X
0 AX

+

+

+Q

X

OK9x

0

•
IV
0

·+ XXX

XXX

X X

JQ X X •
+ AQlOxx

At Game to N-S, West elected
to Pass and South opened fourthin-hand with a Club ;
Jorth
responded a Heart and South
closed th~ bidding with Two Clubs:
she would have passed a Diamond
or a Spade and did not relish One
No Trump with the Diamonds in
the~~

X

X

XX

+ AK8x

+ AQx
IV
0

+J

X X X

+ KQx
AJ10x

Qxxx
QJxx
+ Kx

Axx

+

IV
0

+ Jxx
KJ X X
+
IV A8x
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\Vest led a small Diamond, won
• by the Knave ; a Spade return was
won by \Vest's King over Declarer's
Queen. A second low Diamond
was won by the Queen, and a
Diamond return left West on play
with the Ace. A Heart- the Eight
to ask for another Spade- was won
by the Queen and the Spade duly
came back, finessed (unwisely) by
Declarer.
" 'est, now on play,
cashed the Heart Ace and exited

The favourite contract was· 3 N.T
by South : the bidding going,
usually, 1 + .:2 IV -2 N.T.-3 N.T.
The lead was the low Spade and
East usually won with Ace, returning Knave (the play of any other ·
card by East makes no difference
as West is marked with all
·defending Entries).
Trick 3 was invariably a Diamond, on which West, with . the
Heart King favourable, almost
invariably jumped with the Ace, to
clear the Spades.
Most Declarers now cashed the
Diamonds and played the Heart
finesse . This, on the fall of the
cards- unless West is being supersubtle- must be ill-advised : instead, one South, seeing two Clubs
shed to his left, now led the Ten of
Clubs from Dummy ; East co\·ered
. and the Ace won. Now South is in
comfort : he can afford to cash the
other high Club and allow East ,to
win with her pott:ntial Queen,· win
a Diamond (on which South,
having already ditched two Hearts
20
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on the Diamonds, can shed his last
low Heart). The Ace of Hearts
and the thirteenth Club bring home
the contract.
As it is, however, the Clubs falland South makes 4 N.T.
It took Leslie Dodds to find the
defence : to duck the first Diamond
on the West hand. South's best
shot is now to play Ace and
another Heart ; but careful discarding by 'Vest holds Declarer· to
eight tricks.
This hand is absolutely horrible :
• A JX X
•
10 8 X X
y> AQxx
y> KJxxxx
0 Kx~
0 Axx- ·
+ 10 x
+ Void
West's opening Spade is overbid by Two Clubs from North ;
East's bid is Two Hearts, raised to
Three. North finds (perhaps) Four
Clubs and East, Four Diamonds.
South now emerges with Five
Clubs and West shows the Diamond fit. East, apalled at what may
be on-or off !- translates to Five
Hearts and all Pass.

the Spades if they are led is to win with Ace and play a small one I
The more effective (theoretical)
~ontract of Spades-possibly Si.xlS unsound : the Heart position is
pregnant with ruffs.
Here is a horror for Acol : + Ax
+ xx
y> A9x
y> KJxxxx
0 K Q J 10 X X 0 8 X X X
+ x
+ x
West opens 2 0 and what
should East respond? Two No
Trumps-but what does he bid
when West gambles 3 N.T. on
nine top tricks ? Four Hearts ?
Five Diamonds ? Four Diamonds ?
Ther-e are various theories : 2
N.T. followed by 4- Diamonds ;
2 N.T. followed by Four Hearts·;
and 2 N.T. followed by 5 Diamqnds
As the Hearts are 2- 2, Six is on
ice. Again, over 4- 0 what should
West bi~ ? One West passed, and
made FIVe, taking a (quite unnecessary) safety-play by giving up
t~e two black losers-only to find
h1s team-mates had found against
the bid Si.x Diamonds the superb
sacrifice of Six Spades ! .

The opening Club is ruffed ;
the trumps are drawn and the last
Club eliminated ; and now, how to
Here is a successful swinclle
tackle the Spades ? A low one from
perpetrated
in the first r-aund of
East goes to West's Knave and
rorth's Queen.
A Spade back the Paul Stern : finds the fortunate South ,vith K 9.
+
XX
y> A KJ IOxxx
The Ace wins, and the King of
0 Void
Diamonds is led.
A second
Diamond finds North following
+ KIOxx
with the Queen-and East lets it
+ A lOxxxxx
Kx
The ruff-discard is inwin !
y>x
v>x
escapable. ,
0 KQxxx, 0 Ax
Brilliant? Hardly 1. One discard + AQxxx
J XX
is useless ! The correct play is to
•
QJ
play Ace, King and another Diay> Qxxx
mond. A ruff-discard gives a
0 J 10 X X X X
good chanc~ for loss of but one
Spade. And the best way to play.
+ x

+

+

a
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Dealer West opened a Diamond
and North found 2 N.T. ! West,
fearing a solid Club suit, bid the
Spades ; and South innocently
Doubled, thinking to lead Club,
make what Clubs there .were, ruff
{or get Trump honour promoted) .
and repeat the treatment with
Heart entry. \Vest found a rescue
in Four Clubs, passed all round.
It went two off: North making
a Heart and switching to Spade,
Queen going to King. North now
ruffed the second Diamond and,
making the Club King, led his last
trump, voiding Dummy. · Declarer
cashed the Diamond and, fearing
the Spade view, led another Diamond !
It is unusual for a cold . majorsuit game to be almost universally
played unsuccessfully in 3 N.T., .
but this hand was :AKxxx
Jx

+

+

\:I KJ7x
0 X

\:I A9x
0 A 10 9 8 7 X.

+ Kxx

+ Ax

With East opening a Diamond
and Wes't bidding a Spade, West's
reply to the inevitable Two Diamonds w~ almost invariably 3 N.T.
One Vlest, however, chose Three
Hearts, raised to Four with an
apparent Club weakness.
In the event, the Spades do not
dear, ; nor do the Diamonds. Only
by taking the Heart finesse can nine
tricks be rolled up at No Trumps :
an improbable shot ; since Spades
and Diamonds arc more attractive
than the Heart finesse-and-break
required .
In Hearts, against the natural
Club lead, Trumps must not be
touched ; the rule is, cash everything in sight ; so the Club is won,
the second Club cashed, and a

•!

'I

I
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third Club ruffed. Kow the Ace of
Diamonds is made and a ·Diamond
ruffed, the two top Spades led and
a third Spade. When North ruffs
with the Ten, to force the Ace, a
Diamond is thrown from Dummy.
Defence now dictates a Trump
lead, and the Nine was (in practice)
allowed to hold- but this makes no
difference. The cross-ruff de\·elops
11 tricks.
This hand shows the \'irtue of
NOT adhering to the 4-trump
rule:-

+ Kl09876
+ AJx
AK108xx \:I Void

\:I
0

Ax

+

XX

0 10 9 X
+ A K 10

X

The usual seque'ncc was One
Heart- One Spade- Three Hearts.
At one i:able, it went One HeartOne-Spade-Three Spades. On the
first sequence, various results were
achieved : ranging · from Three
Hearts Passed ( !) fearing a mis-fit,
to Four Hearts and Four Spades ;
some people toyed with 3 I\'.'f.
Where the Spades were raised
immediately, East bid Four Clubs
and \Vest, Four Hearts. East can
do no more than Four Spades, but
V1Test has enough in resen·e to
cue-bid the Diamonds. No\y East
shoots to the Spade slam in
comfort, making Se\·en on the
Trump lead.
[G.R.

· A GIFT SUGGESTION
Complete sets of Volume II
can now be supplied bound
in blue Rexine and .lettered
in gold to match Volume I
at a cost of -12/·
Please send orders to
PRIESTLEY STUDIOS Ltd.
Commercial Rd., Gloucester
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" 'STANDARD" TWO-CLUB
SYSTEM
by Edward

Reeve

So many Two-Club Systems; so many standards ! The
Contract Bridge Journal offers you another for consideration.
The title is the Authors. ·

T

I-lE "Standard Two-Club
System" as its name implies
was primarily dc5igned for
rubber rather than duplicate bridge
although it has been proved tha~
. elaborate and highly artificial conventions are not only unpopular
but unnecessary to secure the
maximum successes even in competitive contests.*
While the basic principles of the
system are mathematically corelated and based on the law of
probabilities, the reasoning is the
simplest and briefest.
All the bidding follows commonsense lif!es, and only the TwoClub opening bid is a forcing bid
and this for two rounds of bidding.
This opening bid shows a potential
slam hand, and is made holding
five Primary (quick) Honour Tricks
and good distribution (or 4~ \vith
plus values and exceptional distribution.) •
The denial bid is Two Diamonds,
and indicates that the responding
hand holds less ·thai) an Ace and a
King, or three Kings with additional
distributional v~lue. With a positive response the bidding must be
kept open until a game call is
reached.
On the second round of bidding,
the negative response of the responding hand is to make a mini* This system was played by my
partner and myself, representing
Great Britain, in the World's Cham- .
pionships at Budapest in 1937.

mum bid in the next higher
ranking suit, with a "nothing-toshow" · hand.*
It is round ' this method 'of
bidding that the whole system is
constructed, and it is claimed that
disadvantages associate.d with other
Two-Club opening bids and responses are avoided.
For example, the Two-Club
'forcing-to-game' bid has the disadvantage of limiting the number
of hands upon which this bid can
safely be made. If a Two-Club
bid is reserved for hands upon
which . a game bid must be made
the bid loses much of its value
because it so rarely arises.
Another Two~Club opening bid
which had considerable vogue some
years ago was only forcing for one
round of bidding. t On the second
round of bidding the opener was
compelled to make a jump bid in
his genuine suit to force . the
responder to bid again.
This
jump bid could be dangerous, if and
when the responding hand was a
Yarborough.

1

1

, Again, the 'Acol' Two-Club
opening bid, with its non-forcing
characteristict re-bid of two NoTrumps by the opener, has the
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*The Herbert principle throughout.-
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disad\'antagc of concealing the
genuine suit of the opener.
After this two No-Trumps bid
the responder can, if he wishes,
explore the possibility of a game in
a suit, by making an artificial bid in
the next higher ranking suit, i.e.
Three Clubs. This is a conventional request to Opener to bid a
suit. While this artificial bid partly
overcomes the disability, it cannot
be regarded as entirely satisfactory.
There arc other variations of
Two-Club opening bids which
demand responses of an artifi~ial
character showing either Aces, or
Points for a No-Trumps response.*
The disadvantage of these variations are that the bidding reaches
too high a level before knowledge
of suit distribution is exchanged. ·
The "Standard Two-Club" is a
direct-forcing system, and it is
incvmbent upon the Opener's partner to • show his primary honour
strength (up to a total of three) at
the - first opportunity, i.e. to force
on the first round of bidding if
possible. The reason for this is to
enable the Opener rapidly to sum up
the potential strength of the combined hands, in attack or defence,
and also to determine the game or
slam possibilities of the combined
hands.
With the Two-Club opening bid
forcing for two rounds of bidding
as in the "Standard Two-Club"
. system, many hands containing a.
five-card suit can safely be opened
with a bid of 'Two-Clubs', for
example:

+ AK98+
0 AQJ

<ylAQIO

+ K!l

The responder after two denial
bids, on a minimum holding, such

*CA B.-Eorron.
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as:
+ 075

<>

<yl6

+

98642
10 9 5 3
would support the Opener's Spade
bid, and thus ensure reaching the
best contract.
·
Once the principles underlying
the Two-Club opening bid and
responses of the 'Standard TwoClub' system are understood, all
the other opening bidding and
responses logically follow, and bearing in mind these principles it can
be said that the common-sense bid
will always be the correct bid.
The first essential of all opening
bids is hand "shape", or distribution as it is usually termed. It
is this distribution which determines whether an opening bid of
one or more is made, but any bid
of less than Three also specifically
indicates the defence value of the
hand.
The keynote of defence
valuation is the Honour Count,
divided into Primary (quick)
Honour Tricks (controls) and
Secondary Honour Tricks (usually
considered as re-bid or "selective"
bid values).
· The Three Club,* two Diamond,
Heart, Spade or No-Trump bid is
reserved for hands which fall just
short of a Two-Club opening bid,
and they convey a definite idea of
strength, both in attack and defence.
The normal Primary Honour Tricks
would be four, but the hand needs
to .be rich in high cards, other than
Pnmary Honour-counting cards
for .Two, No-T~umps to be called:
agam wtth suttable distribution
and preferably with all suits stopped
The responding hand with sav
only one Primary Honour Trick:
would make a negati\'e response of
* Strong - not pre- emptive.EDITOH.
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a minimum bid in the next higher One Diamond may be made on
ranking suit, i.e. if the Opener bids only a three-card suit, but it does
Two Diamonds, the negative res- show that the suit is stopped o11ce. ·
ponse would be Two HeartsThere is no artificial bid in the
this bid usually avoids the strong
range
of One for the responder,
hand being disclosed if the contract
is ultimately played in No-Trumps. except after an informatory Double,
(The negative response to Two when the negative response after
partner's Double is to make a
Spades is Three Clubs).
minimum
bid in the next higher
The normal number of Primary
suit-for
example, if North
ranking
Honour Tricks for opening bids in
the range of One is three ; but the bids one Diamond, and E2St, your
system is elastic to a limited extent, partner, Doubles (informatory), and
providing there are plus values and · South says No-bid, if you have a
"nothing-to-show" hand, your bid
good distribution.
is
One Heart. Should howe,·cr this
The opening bid of one Nobid
of One Heart be your genuine
Trump usually indicates not fewer
if you desire to convey this
bid,
than 14 points using the arithinformation
to your partner, it is
metical (work) count, and indicates
necessary
for
you to re-bid subthat the hand, in addition to the
point-count, is rich in high cards. sequently the Heart suit, and from
One No-Trump for example would this re-bid, your partner will know
your original bid was not intended
be opened on the following hand :
to be of an "informatory" character.

+AJ4
0 Q 10 9 8

\?QJ9

+ K J 10

There are some hands when you
l1ave neither a biddable suit, nor
the qualification for a No-Trump
opening bid, yet the hand has
promising possibilities if your partner can make a response. In such
cases an opening exploratory
"selective" bid of One Club or
COVER PROBLEM SOLUTION

• 52
1Vl743
0 86
+ ·KQJt074
+tO 3
N.
8764
IVl 9 6 2
W.
E. IVl K ] 8 5
O KJ432
' Ot0975
+ A 52
S.
9
+ AKQJ9
IVl A Q tO
O AQ
863

+

+

+

South plays Four Spades. \Vest
leads a low Club. How mnny tricks
should South make ?

In conclusion it may be said th~t
pre-emptive opening bids follow
generally accepted standard ·practice, that an over-bid in Opponents
suit, is a game-forcing bid, and that
the Four-Five No-Trump Convention (or Blackwood) is used in
conjunction. with Cue-bidding to
facilitate accurate slam bidding.
The answer is twel\'e tricks.

+

Win with
tO ; finesse IVl 10 ;
draw trumps and lend
8. If \Vest
wins, there is no problem ; if \Vest
ducks again, finesse second Heart and
ploy off IVl A and lost Spade. Now lead
lost Club and \Vest must lead a Diamond
to the major tennce.

+

\Vhen actually played, however,
East ruffed the Club opening ! After
turninR the trick, but before leading to
Trick 2, he discovered the Club in his
hand and announced the renounce ;
but Declorer--n!luinst both the spirit
am/ the letter of the law-demanded
(Co11ti1111l'd 011 page 13 )

AsK

ME

AGAIN

O Ask or not to Askthat (with apologies to Hamlet) is the question. For
the artifice of the Ask is again
rearing its head.

T

Ely Culbertson has rendered
"optional" in his system the series
of bids he styled "my greatest
technical success ; my greatest
psychological failure ;" and Culbertsonians the world over (with
certain Scandinavian exceptions)
have availed themselves generally
of the optional clause in the
Culbertson contract.
In Britain, only Vienna players,
by and large, cling passionately to
Asks ; but the little coterie headed
by Dr. Sidney Lee and Mr.
Standish Booker-conforming to
the supremely artificial system of
the late Dr. Paul Stern-have still
new Asking Bids to learn (if they
want i:o).
For from South Africa a new
piece of special pleading CO!JleS via
the American Bridge World, which
has published "Accurate Slam
Bidding at Contract Bridge" by
M. Sapire, a 64-page papercovered pamphlet which extends
the trail of artificial ingenuity even
further than Culbertson and Stern.
It is not too much to say that the
author is in love with his subject.
He becomes almost lyrical about
the abstract Progress epitomised in
the theory of Asking Bids ; and , in
contra-distinction to the line taken
by Simon in his "Design for
Bidding," Mr. Sapire stresses the
need for more and more accuracy
which can be obtained solely by the
exquisitely precisioncd chains of
the Asking Bid.

- A Review

It goes without saying that the
hands with which the new book
bristles are big ones : Asks do not
enter in to anything but potential
slam hands. But, to gain his end,
Mr. Sapire (like many a special
pleader) is apt to "cook" .his
evidence. For example, on Vmd ;
A Q x ; Q J x x x ; and A K x x x,
he initiates his argument : "The
opening bid is One Club ; and
suppose Partner bids Three Clubs."
This reviewer knows no ranking
player who would fail to open One
Diamond "in sleep"- which rul~
out. the whole theory of Asks on
the particular hand in question.
Casting aside such tendencious
devices, however, it must be said
that Mr. Sapire has assembled a
mass of hands which triumphantly
sustain his conclusions : some of
them culled from Culbertson, others
of independent source. One of the
most interesting is the following : Ax
KJxxxx
Jxxxx
Void

A K

XX

A KlOx

QJ9xx

This super-fit, with every pip of
both hands doing its full share of
work, was given a couple of years
ago to nine expert partnerships,
only one of whom reached the
Mr. Sapire bids it as
Grand.
follows :-

l <VJ

2 N.T.
4 0 (?)
5
(?)

+

7+

I+
3+
S+
6 <VJ

Points to be noted in the analysis
are : (1) that the 2 N .T. is regarded
as an absolute force to game (which
is unusual to say the !t:ast) ; and
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(2), that the 5
Ask, which
commits the hand to a Six contract,
also commits it to Seven if East
reply with anything but 6
The
bidding postulates the Club Queen
in the East hand. Should East
have held five Spades · to K Q
J, five Clubs to Knave, sin~le
Heart and Queen Knave of Dtamonds (which, before the West
hand embarked on its ambitious
and, in the event, triumphant
campaign, it might well have) ; or,
if, even worse, there was a d~ubleton
Queen of Hearts . and a smgleton
Diamond with East, the Asks,
instead of registering a triumph,
chalk up a disaster.
Two examples are given of
notable Asking successes : AJx
KQx
AKlOxxx
Jxxx
Qx
Ax
AQ
Kxxx
The bidding goes :
Heart -Three Hearts

+·

++

40

6+

6\/

4
5
5

+
0
+

7\/

4 N.T.
5 \/
5 N.T.

The beauty of this hand is that
it is the denial of the third-round
Club control (East's last bid) which
enables West to bid the Grand ;
the second-round Club control is
shown to be the King, and not a
singleton ; and the denial of thirdround control shows it has at least
two cards with it, so that it can be
effectively used to shed the losing
Diamond.
This sequence uses an Ask ~o
discover second-round control m
an adversely-bid suit : Holding
A x x x x ; x x ; Void ; A K
x x x x, a player hears One Heart

JOURNAL

on his left, One Spade from his
partner.
He immediately bids
Three Hearts, agreeing Spades (as
in a cue-bid) but asking for K-x.
or a singleton in Hearts. Naturally enough, partner has K guarded
in Hearts and a doubleton Club, as
well as A K x x x in Spades, so all
is well. The fact that partner may·
have butted-in on Q J x x x in
Spades does not arise in Mr.
Sapire's calcualtions.
The ingenious author has advanced even more complicated
proceedure : viz., Trump Asks,
with a carefully-graded set of
responses that vary with the specific
suit which is to be trumps. This is
an adaptation of Stem's varied
Grand Slam Force.
Those temperamentally suited to
Artificiality, Ingenuity and Ironclad Inference in a world by
definition as perilous and incalculable as shifting-sand could not
do better than to accept Mr.
Sapire's treatise as a breviary.
Those not so temperamentally
inclined may rest content to muddle
along as best they may.
Personally, I shall be' one of the
muddlers.
For fundamentally the whole
question of system boils down to
one of temperament ; and all
setting of one diametrically opposed
method of play against another just
so much waste of time.
This reviewer would never convince Mr. Sapire that - he was
wrong, and his team would ha\:e
to beat- no, not his own, but hts
choice more than once and that
decisively to shake him at all.
For he is one of the reactionary,
obscurantist muddlers- and proposes to remain one !
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PORTLAND CLUB RULING
RS. McDougall, writing
from the Gloucester Club,
W.S, sent the follo,ving
intricate point for consideration by
the Card Committee of the
Portland Club : The cards were apparently
correctly dealt and the biddilig
was completed and the opening
lead made. On the declarer's
partner tabling her cards, which
included the Spade Ace, the
leader also tabled her cards
saying, " I also have an Ace of
Spades." It was then discovered that the leader's Ace
belonged to another pack and
that, apart from this, all the
hands were correct.
Perhaps you will say whether
or not there should be a re-deal.
I would draw your attention to
the fact that on this question
Laws 12 and 14 of the International (Rubber · Bridge) Laws
appear to be contradictory.
Law 12 states there must be a re-deal
if a player deals out of turn ; a
card is faced ; the cards have
been dealt wrongly ; a player has
picked up, and seen a card in,
another players hand ; that one
player has picked up too many,
another too few, cards ; or the
players, tmder a misapprehension,
have allowed the cards to be
mixed.
Law 14 states there must be a re-deal
if a player has too many cards,
unless he has omitted to play to a
lricll.
The Portland Club decision,
however, is :There must be a re-deal
under Section 12 (d) Laws of
Contract Bridge, 1948.

Section (d) of Law 12 reads that
there must be a re-deal ... " tlze
pack, wlzm the deal began, did not
conform in eve1y respect to the
requirements of Section 1," which
states the constitution of tlze
standard pach of cards.

M

ORDER OF MERIT
The monthly prjze of Two Guineas
for the best set of solutions to the June
Competition is awarded to J. T.
Chapman,
315
Mansfield
Road
Nottingham, who scored 72 points out
of a possible 100.
Runners-up : 1. C. Oxland (Bath) 67,
W. H . Eva (Bolton) and Dr. R.
McMahon (Essex) 66, 1. H . Boattnan
(St. Albans) 65, ]. E. Gordon (Wirrnl)
and C. Vickerman (Huddersfield) 63
T. S. MacCarrick (Co. Clare) 62.
'
Leading Scores in Six-1\-lont/zly
Competition : C . E. Dickel (Glasgow)
351, L. C. Payman (Salford) 324,
E. H. Potter (Hounslow) 313, C.
Vickerman 308, A . F. Wallis
(Maidstone) 306.

PnonLEl\1 No. 8.
This proved more testin~t than I
expected, and only three competitors
found the right play of the diamond
suit. A large number suggested that
the lead of a low diamond towards the
Jack was a safety play against four to
the King in South. Of course this is
not so, unless South is nai\·e enough
to go up with the King nt the first
trick.
In view of the results. I decided to
mnrk .only on t~e Diam.o nd play, but
thnt m Clubs ts also worth noting.
Seve1_11l competitors wrongly stated
thnt tf North showed up with four or
five Diamonds, the ben piny for six
tricks in Clubs wns to finesse for the
Jnck.. In fnct, the play for the -drop
1s sttll correct, having n 45 per cent.
chance of success ns against 43 per
cent. for the finesse.
C.E.P.
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(o111- r.nett'titJJt
by Edm und Phillips

The CONTRACT BRIDGE
JOURNAL offers a prize of TWO
GUINEAS for the best set of solutions
to the following problems. In the
event of two or more sets of solutions
being of equal merit, the monthly
prize will be divided.
Answers to EDMUND PHILLIPS,
Esq., Competition Editor, Contract
Bridge Journal, 172 Chester Road,
Northwich, Cheshire, not later than
Oct. 7th, 1949.
Solutions and
names of prize winners in the August
Competition will appear next month.
PROllLEM No. 1 (12 points).
Love All. You, South, hold :
\? 1076 OKJ9632 + A95
The bidding proceeds :
NonTH
SoUTH
1
2 0
3 0
?
What do you bid ? ·

+K

+

PnonLE:\1 No. 2 (12 pqints).
Love All. You, South, hold :
+ A 10 9 + \? J 3 0 K Q 6
J985
The bidding pro~eeds :
SouTH WEST
NORTH EAST
No bid
1
1 \?
1
?
2
3 0
Whnt do you bid ?

+

+
+

+

PRODLEM No. 3 (12 points).
East-\Vest Game. You, South, hold:
+ K 10 8 \?A K 10 9 0 A Q 7 3 + 6 2
The bidding proceeds :
NORTH
SouTH
20
1 \?

?

What do you bid ?
PnonLE!II No. 4 (12 points).
North-South Game. You, South,
hold:
+ A83 \?AJ OAKJ1084 + Q7

The bidding p.roceeds :
NORTH
SOUTH
1
2 0
3 +
3 0
4 +
?
What do you bid ?

+

PRODLE:\1 No. 5 (12 points).
Love All. You, South, hold :
+ 10 8 \? J 10 2 0 K Q 9 8 6 + 9 6 4The bidding proceeds :
\VEST
NoRTH EAsT
SoUTH
1 +
1 NT
No bid
What do you bid ?
PRODLEM No. 6 (12 points).
Game All. You, South, hold :
+ A 10 \?A Q 7 4 2 0 J 8 3 + K J 2
The bidding _p roceeds :
NoRTH EAST ~ SoUTH \VEST
No bid 1 +
Double 1 NT
2 +
No bid ?
What do you bid ?
PROBLEM No. 7 (12 points).
Love All. You, South, hold :
K 6 \? 8 4 0 A K 10 9 6 53
Q+
The bidding proceeds :
NORTH
SOUTH
1
20
?
2\?
\Vhnt do you bid ?

+

+

+

PRODLE!II No. 8 (16 points).
\VP.ST
+ - \?K65 OA+2 + AQ76432
EAST
+ J 8 + 3 \? A Q 9 \? K J 7 3 + 10 5
Contract, Five Clubs by West,
North leads the + K . . Plnn the plny.

J

l

_,

Answers to August Competition
PRODLE:\t No. 1 (12 points)
Love All. You, South, hold :
+ 10 7 54 2 \? 6 0 K Q J 8 + AQ5
North, the dealer, and East pass.

PRODLEM No. 3 (12 points)
Love All. You, South, hold :
+ AQ763 <;?Q2 OA85 + 10H
The bidding proceeds :
NoRTH
SouTH
1 \?
1 •

What do you bid ?
ANSWER
1. One Spade-12 points.
One
Diamond-6 points. The choice is
only between these two bids, for the
hand must be opened. The objections
to One Spade are that partner may bid
Two Hearts, which you will have to
pass and which may not be a make ;
and that partner may make an illjudged Spade lead, if opponents
obtain the contract. Failure to bid
Spades at once, however, means that
the suit can never be shown safely if
the opponents intervene, in which
case the advantage in a competitive
situation of holding the highest ranking
suit has been thrown awav.
The
mildly pre-emptive nature of the Spade
bid is a further point: West may be
strong enough at the one level, but
not at the two.
PRODLF.M No. 2 (12 points)
Love All. You, South, hold :
+ A J 8 7 \? Q 5 0 10 9 7 2 + A 104
The bidding proceeds :
SOUTH
NoRTH
1 \?
1 •
?
3

+

What do you bid ?
_A.'!SWER
2. Three Hearts-12 points. Four
Clubs-6 points. Three Diamonds3 points. You are fur too good for
Three No-Trumps, and, with no clear
idea us to when the hand is going to end,
must make a waiting bid.
Three
Diamonds may look attractive at first
sight, but it shows honour strength
where none is held and may give nn
impression that cannot subsequently be
corrected . Four Clubs commits the
hand too definitely ;
partner may
have only four cards in the suit. Three
Hearts, less definite and being at u lower
level, will gh•e you time to show Club
support Inter, should that see'll
desirable.

2

0

?

What do you bid ?
3. Three Diamonds-12 points. It
is rarely desirable to show three card
support for partner's second suit, but
here there is no alternative that looks
in any way sensible. A great difference
between this hand and the last is, of
course, that you are raising to the three,
not the four, level. The sequence is a
natural incitation to partner to try
Three No-Trumps, but if he rebids
Hearts or Diamonds, or shows delayed
support for Spades, you are prepared
to bid game in any of these suits.
PRODLE!It No. 4 (16 points)
Love All.
The bidding proceeds :
SouTH
NoRTH
1 •
1
4 +
5 +
?
\Vhat do you, South, now
holding:

+

+

bid,

+

(i)
A 8 7 3 ~ K J9 0 K 4
A KQ5
(ii) + A K J 3 \? K 8 7 0 9 4 + A KQ5?
ANSWER
4. (i) No bid-8 points. Partner
has preferred to show Club support,
Jack high as best, rather than to cuebid a nid Ace which he must undoubtedly hold. The inference must
surely be that he is doubtful about the
Spade suit. You ore certainlv not
interested in n slum if partner's Sp11des
nrc the Queen and three rags, howe\·er
strong he is outside, and much the
wisest course is, therefore, to pass.
(ii) Six Spudes- 8 points.
Six
Clubs- 7 points.
ro bid- 3 points.
With no high honours in Spades or
Clubs, partner rpust have controls in
the red suits to justify going on, nnd
the slum should be a fair bet. \Ve
consider that Spades has a slight edge
over Clubs, but there is little in it.
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PRODLDt No. 5 (16 points}
You, South, hold :
9 7 3 <:!/ A J 6 2 0 A 10 7 5 4
The bidding proceeds

+

\\'r:.sT

1

+

NoRTH

+

EAST

+3

SOUTH

1
No bid ?
What do you bid ?
(i) at lo\·e all,
(ii) at game to orth-South ?

URN AL

interpreted as a slam try rather than
a shut-out, and paints as e.xact a picture
as you can hope of the nature of vour
hand.
·
PRODLEM No. 7 (16 points)
WEST

+ Q10853

<:!/

EAST

+ AK9

<:!/ Q1042
}9764
0 A2
863
AK95
Contract, Four Spades by \Vest.
North leads the five of Diamonds,
dummy wins and South plays the
King. Plan the play.

0

5. (i) Two Diamonds-8 points.
Two Spades-6 points. A take-out of
partner's overcall into another suit is
not forcing, and it is, therefore, normally
correct to give a quantitative raise
when holding three trumps. Here the
hand is ruther strong for a single raise
but rather weak for a raise to three :
.and a fit in a red suit may be the key
factor. It is worth taking the risk of
finishing in a part-score that may be
inferior in the better hope of reaching
.a game.
Spades - 8 points
(ii) Three
Opposite the greater strength shown by
n vulnerable overcall, you should now
bid Three Spades without hestitation.

+

+

ANSWER .
· 7. The fall of the King should warn
declarer against attempting to set up
Diamonds.
The hand should be
played as a cross-ruff, the entries in the
minor suits being used to trump three
Hearts first. If there has been no overruff the contract is assured.
Declarer
exits with a Diamond, and must make
four more tricks by cross-ruffing high.

ORDER OF MERIT

PRODLEM No. 6 (16 points}
Game All. You, South, hold :
<:!/A K 10 8 5 4 3 2 0 K 8 6
2
North, the dealer, bids One Spade, and
East passes. What do you bid ?
(i) with no part-score,
(ii) at 60 to North-South ?

+J

J0

B RID G E

+

AKSWER
6. (i) Three Hearts-8 points.
Two Hearts-6 points. Four Hearts
<>r Five Hearts-2 points. The hand is
short of the honour strength normally
required for a force, but the rules do
not cater for freaks of this type. If you
bid only Two Hearts, you will never be
able to show your strength except
by a jump to Five Hearts on the next
round, and this may be too high.
On the other hand, you are too strong
for a shut-out bid of Four Hearts.
(ii) Four Hearts-8 points. Three
Hearts-4 points.
Five Hearts-2
points. \Vith the part-score, a Three
Heart force becomes ruther futile
because, whatever partner says next,
you will merely rebid the suit. Four
Hearts immedintely should · now be

* * *
The monthly prize of Two Guineas
for the best set of solutions to the
July Competition is awarded to G. D.
Sharpe, 55 Beresford Roa.d, Cheam,
Surrey, who scored . 79 pomts out of
a possible 100.

R111111ers-up : C. E. Dickel (Glasgow)
73, J. E. Gordon (Bromborough) and
L. F. Jones (Essex) 69, L. G. Wood
(Newcastle-on-Tyne)
68,
Dr.
R.
McMahon (Esse.x) 64, T. S:l\lacCarrick
(Co. Clare) 63.
The special prize of Ten Guineas for
the best score for the six months
February-July, is awarded to C. E.
Dickel, _16 Fnmkfort Street, Glasgow,
S.1, who got 424 points out of a
possible 600.

Rwmt>rs-up: J. E. Gordon 371,
E. H. Potter (Hounslow) 362, L . C.
Payman (Salford) 361, A. F. Wallis
(Maidstone) 360, Dr. R . Mcl\'iahon and
C. Vickerman (Hudderficld) 359, J. W.
Gerber (Rcnlrewshirc) 340.
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ENGLISH BRIDGE UNION
LIST OF SECRETARIES
A!IDDLBSBX CONTII.ACT BRIDGE .ASBOCUTIONliiiB. H. Freeman, Tho Nook, Lyndhurs'Terrace, London, N.W.S.
NOTTINGILU! CONTII.ACT BRIDGB ABBOOIATIOif
-liiiB. Dull, 28 Addison Street, NoUingham.
NOBTII RABTBEN CONTJU.CT BRIDGB AssOCU•
TION-G. I. Rhodes, 5 Woodbine Avenue,
Gosforth, NewcasUe-on-Tyne, 3.
NORTH WESTERN CONTII.ACT BRIDGE ASSOOU.TIO!'f-F. Farrington, Esq:l Moor Edge,
Cbapeltown Road, Turton, .LU. Dolton.
0XFORDBIID1JI COifTli.ACT BRIDGB AssOCIATION
-Capt. F. W. Taylor, 43!1 Banbury llond,
Oxford.
SOKERSBT CONTR.A.CT BRIDGE ASSOCUTION0. H. Dolley, Esq., Kellsnll Lodge,
Staplcgrovc, . Taunton, Somerset.
SOt1TliB1Uf COUNTIES CONTRACT BRIDOR
AsBOOIATION-lllrs. W. J. Davy, "Culford,''
West Overcl!ff Drive, Dournemouth. Tel.
Westbourno OHOO.
STU'PORDSmRE CONTRACT BRIDGE AsSOOIA·
TION-W. R. Cato, Esq., 204 Tbornhlll Rd.,
Streetly, Sutton Coldfield.
8URRBY CONTII.ACT BRIDGE .ASSOCIATIONR. F. R. Phillips, 110 Banstead Rd. South,
Sutton, Surrey.
W AlLWIOKSniRE CONTJU.CT BRIDGE AssOCIA·
TION-Mrs. M. Knott, 9 Calthorpe Road,
Edgbaaton, D!rmlngham, 15.
WOROESTBBSIIIBE CONTII.ACT BRIDGB AsSOOU.·
TION-R. D . Allen, EsQ., 28 Britannia
Square, Worcester.
YORK!!UIRB CONTRACT BRIDGE .ASSOCUTIO!IR. H. Chopc, Esq., 21! Riverdale Road.
Sheffield, 10.

BRITISII BRIDGE LEAGUE-~[ajor George
Grny, 23 Clydes<l'llo Garderu1, Richmond,
Surrey.
ENGLISH BRIDGE UNION-Secretarv; lllrs.
Stern, 7 Abbey Road, London, N.W. 8.
Tournament Secretarv: Major G. Fell,
Crnven Lead Works, Skipton Yorkshire.
l!egi.llrar: H. Collins, Esq., 30 budge Row,
London, E. C. 4.
ESSEX CONTRACT BRIDGE AsSOCIATIOifF. lii. Fletcher, Esq., 22 Fontayne Avenue,
Cblgwell, Easex.
DBBDYSniRR CONTRACT BRIDGE ASSOOU.TIOifW. Durustono, Esq., c/o Town Clerk's Office,
llirket Place, Derby.
DEVON CONTRACT BRIDGE ASSOOL.fiON0. Gmham Wilson, Esq., Flat 2, 'Klncom,.
Higher Wnrberry Road, Torquny.
OLOUOEST£1\SIIIBB CONTII.ACT BRIDGE AsSOOU.·
TION-S. E. Franklin, Esq., Delmont Avenue,
Hucclecote, Glos.
H.BnTFORDB11IRE CONTII.ACT BRIDGE ABSOOIA·
TION-W. H. Weightman, Four · Winds,
St. Andrews Avenue, Harpenden, Herta.
KENT CONTII.ACT BRIDGE ABSOOIATION-liiiB.
Harvcy,Mnnor House, Tunbridge Wells.
LBIOESTERSmRE CONTII.ACT BRIDGE ABBOOU.·
TION-P do R. Pearse, Esq., 152, Upper
New Walk, Leicester.
Lu!OOLNSniRB CONTRACT BRIDGE AsBOOU.TION
-liiiB. Turner and Mrs. Brompton, 51
Sl.qnhllls A venue, Cleethorpes.
LoNDOll CONTRACT BRIDGE ASSOOIATIONlllrs. B. 'l'arlo, lli Cholmlcy Gardens,
Lon<lon, X.W. O.
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.BRIDGE INDEX
CLASSIFIED LIST OF HOTELS AND CLUBS
HARROW

NOlTING HAM

lTAllltOW llnmnR Cr.uu-16, .Xortlnrlck
Park Hond , JIAllllOW, Mldtl:t. Tel. ll:irrow
3008.
Good sl.nndnrd llrld~c In cnjo~·nblc
atmosphere. Sc!slons twice dnlly. l'nrtncrshlps
nnd Duplicate.

CRANTOCK llJUDGB CJ,UD- 480 ~lnntd<lrl
Rond, Nottingham .
Tel. No. NottinRham
65921. Proprietress: ~IJtS . D. ~1. HIJPBWELL.
Bon. Secrctllry : N. R . C. FRITH. Yil!!tors
welcomed. Excellent venue for matehra In
~Udlaods.

LONDON

CnocKFORD'S- 16 Cnrlton House 'l'crrncc,
Ltnulon, S.W. I. Tel. No. Whitehall, 1131.
5/- l'artnershlp , Tuesday Evenings. 21- Partnership, Wednesday and Friday evenlni!S .
Duplicate l ' nlrs e,·cry Thursday evenln~: at
i -30 p.m. ll. Pnovosr, Managing Director.
A. J. llOilSNELr., Secretary,

PARIS

DOilSET CLun- 3-5 Glentworth Street,
Dnkcr Street, N.W.I.
Tel. Wcibeck 1039.
Regular partnership nnd duplicate. Stakes
1/-, 2/6 and 10/-.

MIRABELLE Residential Bridge Club,
Sen Front, HcCJtc Terrace, W o rlhln~. Daily
Sessions 2-30 & 8 p.m . Licensed Itcstaurnnt.
Yisilors Welcomed.
::
Telephone 6431 ;:!.
Particulars from Secretary.

LA llAIIONNE DE L.!.TOUR, AC.!.DE.IIIE DE
lllliDGE- 11 Rue llcrlioz, Paris lOme.
Tel.
l'as. 35·01.
WORTHING

1 . ·P.I.RK LANE DRIDGE CLUD, 28 Curzon
Street, W. J. Tel. Grosvenor 1469. Stakes
Gd., .1/·, 2/6 and 10/-. Partnerships at Od .
nnd ; I /- on M'onday and Wednesday afternoons and Tuesday nnd Fridny cvcnlnJ!s.
Duplicate 1st Wednesday in every month.
T. Y. ~1. Cotte r, Secretary.

DO YOU know a good
Bridge story ? If you do, send
it along to us for publication.
Other readers may like to
hear it.

CUT
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B. U.

. ,\Jl who desb·e to fu•·thei' the
del'eloptnent of Cont1·act lll'idge
as a Gatne should be tnetnbel'S
of, and SIIPJUU't the

ENtiLISH DRWGE UNION

E.

n
L.J

B.
[""1

l l
l l
l l
L.J

•
Membership· of the Union may be
obtained by : ·.
(a) Direct application to
LEAVER COLE & CO.,
30 Budge Row, LONDON, E.CA,
Registrars,
or
(b) Through Appropriate Affiliated
County Associations.

E.

[]
B.

[]

